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WE ALL HAVE OUR STORY 

It began with a 
Swedish Ivy, the rest 
is history….. 



OUR JOURNEY THAT 
BROUGHT US FROM THERE 
TO HERE….. 



DO YOU “PAINT THE 

WORLD GREEN?”  

 

WHY?  

 

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO 

DO WHAT YOU DO?  

 

 

WHAT GETS YOU OUT OF 

BED IN THE MORNING?  

 

 

 

 



Motivation: an inducement, incentive, a payoff.  

An inner force that drives our choices and  

behavior  

 

HUMAN NATURE is directed by 4 innate biological  

Drives 

 

ACQUIRE- money, resources, rewards, status 

BOND- membership, belonging  

CREATE/COMPREHEND- learn, grow, contribute  

DEFEND- we defend anything we come to consider “ours”  

 
“How Human Nature Shapes our Choices” Paul Lawrence, Nithin Nohria HBR  



Retail Shop, Seoul, South Korea  

Let’s Do Something Together……NOW, and LATER  



3 Simple Objectives 

GUIDE  you to a memory and the DISCOVERY  
of the BIG WHY 

 
EXPERIENCE the  inner motivation that drives 

you to GET UP 
 

KNOW “THE FIVE” and take it to the streets  



Skyscraper farms and edible walls - Living Architecture: Jim 

Mumford at TEDxYouth@SanDiego 
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How do you convince your 

customer about the value of 

what you do?  

 

Step ONE: Discover your INNER 

FORCE (motivation).  
 

Step TWO: Intentionally & 

Intelligently communicate it.  



We have something to say! Who should hear  

It first?   



Who is your 

customer? 
  

Let’s start with a very influential 

group 

They are often called “the 

SPECIFIER”  
  

 

Where do you find them?  

Why do they matter?  

What do they all have in common?  

Why do they care about what we have to say?  

 

 



Who is a Specifier? And where do they 

“hang out”?   
 

Architect            AIA =   OAA 

 

Landscape Architect          ASLA     =   CSLA 

 

Interior Designer               IDCEC  

 

LEED AP                 USGBC   =   CaGBC 

 

Building Owners & Managers       BOMI 
 



Commonalities  
 

•All must maintain licenses, 

credentials & or certifications 

to “practice” 

 

 

•These are mandated &  

managed through their  

professional organizations &  

Institutes  

 

 

•They must meet annual  

requirements that perhaps you  

can assist them with    

 

 

 

 



What language are they speaking?  

Sustainability has been replaced with RESILIENCY  

The ability to BOUNCE BACK 

          



If you are not the expert, who is?  

AND SO…BECOME THE EXPERT!  

KNOW the relevant facts that matter 

to your “customer”  

 

Start with the BENEFITS  

 

Be ready to communicate them in a 

“nut shell”  

 

KNOW THE 5!   
 







AND THIS IS WHAT  

WE DO & WHY!  

1. PLANTS create an AESTHETIC  benefit that no other art form can  

 

1. PLANTS significantly benefit the ENVIRONMENT  

 

1. PLANTS create HEALTHY indoor environments  

 

2. PLANTS improve the PRODUCTIVITY of people at work 

 

3. PLANTS enhance subjective well being – aka- HAPPINESS!  
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LIVING WALLS 

BENEFIT #1  AESTHETIC  

Photo Courtesy: The Plant Place 



Benefit #1  

…plants create an aesthetically  
pleasing atmosphere, 



And plants included indoors  

 improve people’s  
perception of a facility 

 



BENEFIT #2  ENVIRONMENTAL   

Bio-filter wall – natural air filtration  



Benefit #2  

 PLANTS IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY  

  CREATE NATURAL POLLUTION CONTROL  

 
 



BENEFIT #3 Health  



    Benefit # 3    

Health  

Stress 

Reduction 

 

Faster Recovery 

 

Noise Reduction 

 

Reduced  

     Absenteeism  



Benefit # 4 

  

Productivity 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Plants Included Indoors 

Improve 

 

Creativity 

  

Problem Solving  

 

Overall Performance 

 

Alertness  

 

Reduction of 

absenteeism  

 

 



Plants create positive moods and effect our subjective well being!  
Plants make us HAPPY!  

You might also have heard… 



Benefit #5 Happiness  

There is a new obsession of research in the study of  

Subjective well being.   

 

The United Nations just past Resolution 65/309 entitled,  

“Happiness: toward a holistic approach to development”.  

 

Happiness is a subjective experience but it can be 

objectively  

measured, assessed and correlated with observable  

brain functions.  

 

And it is being measured!  
 

 



Four areas of Happiness  Studies  
 

Affective  (day to day joys) 

Evaluative (over all satisfaction) 

Experiential (as it happens)   

Memories (what you reflect on)  

This is meaningful to us because…..??? 

Studies: Ed Diener U of Illinois, Martin Seligman U of Penn, Gallop Organization…. 



We can answer these questions!   

 
 

Why do natural flowers and plants make us happy?  

 
 

Why do they give us a sense of well being?  

 

 

How do our emotions respond to a gift of flowers?  
 



  

NOW WHAT?  
 

Let’s continue this together thing!  

   

Commit today to KNOW the 5!  

 

Create a personal/professional  

mission statement that includes  

the 5! 

 

Find out how you can locally  

Influence the leaders of design  

thought and then get in front of  

them!  

 

Be shameless!   



GPGB  
Green Plants for Green 

Buildings – USA and Canada!  

 

Informs decision 

makers about the 

significant aesthetic, 

environmental, health 

and productivity 

benefits inherent with 

including plants in 

indoor environments.  





“We are here on Earth to  

help others, what other  

people are doing, I have  

NO IDEA!”  

WH Auden  

 
 

  
 

THANK YOU!  


